Sandia radar systems output their images and image products in Sandia's unique GFF file format. Sandia wishes and encourages other government agencies and research institutions to use and exploit its SAR images, and consequently is making available its Matlab GFF file reading software via this report.
FOREWORD
During the initial development of its Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems, Sandia required image annotation beyond that achievable with standard image file formats available at the time. Consequently Sandia developed its own image file format known as GSAT File Format, or GFF. (The acronym GSAT denotes Ground-based SAR Applications Testbed.) The GFF file format has undegone several revisions as SAR development programs have come and gone, but remains Sandia's principal SAR image format. Sandia today has a large library of SAR images in GFF format.
Introduction
Sandia radar systems output their images and image products in Sandia's unique GFF file format. The GFF file format was developed to allow custom annotation of SAR images, as well as storing complex (magnitude and phase) images for post-processing and exploitation. Sandia's principal image analysis tool is the software package Matlab™, available from The MathWorks.
1 Consequently, Sandia has developed Matlab tools (programs) to read GFF files.
Sandia wishes and encourages other government agencies and research institutions to use and exploit its SAR images, and consequently is making available its Matlab GFF file reading software via this report. What follows are Matlab source listings for reading GFF files into a Matlab work space.
It should be recognized by the reader that the GFF file format is evolving, and that the following Matlab Source listings are merely a snapshot of an article in development. Consequently, this software is provided as is, with no guarantee, warranty, or other assurance of functionality or correctness for any purpose. Furthermore, users should have no expectation of support from the authors or Sandia National Laboratories. In other words, use at your own risk. Header.ImagePlane = fread(fid,1,'ulong');
Matlab Source Listings
Header.RgPixelSz = fread(fid,1,'ulong') * 2^(-16);
Header.AzPixelSz = fread(fid,1,'ulong') * 2^(-16);
Header.AzOverlap = fread(fid,1,'long') * 2^(-16);
Header.SRPLat = fread(fid,1,'long') * 2^(-23);
Header.SRPLong = fread(fid,1,'long') * 2^(-23);
Header.SRPAlt = fread(fid,1,'long') * 2^(-16);
Header.RFOA = fread(fid,1,'long') * 2^(-23);
Header.XtoSRP = fread(fid,1,'long') * 2^ (-16) 
